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Newsletter
- brings Druids together

Dear IGLD Brothers and Sisters
With this ﬁrst issue of the
Newsle er we start the
countdown to the 28th IGLD
Congress in Ashford, UK in 2020.
Although most of you have not
heard so much from us since New
Zealand, I can assure you that
there have been many mee ngs
and tele-communica ons in the
past months. One of the visible
results so far is this present
Newsle er.

Kay Hagby , Grand President

World Congress

2020 Ashford

Ashford International Hotel
30/4-3/5-2020

To all of you that don't know me, I
was elected Grand President in
our latest Congress in March this
year. I am a member of the
Norwegian Druid Order since
1974 and have been an oﬃcer in
our Na onal Order since 2003.
The main task for me and the
other Execu ves is to prepare a
new and simpliﬁed Cons tu on
for IGLD which can bring our
organiza on up to date and
prepare us for the future. It is an
important task, but with the help
of all good-willed members across
the world I am certain that we will
succeed. We intend to take the
best from our past, unite the
forces again and go brotherly into
a prosperous future for IGLD.

I take great pleasure in observing
that we have renewed contacts
with the US Brothers, and I
welcome you in our midst again.
You were missed in New Zealand!
In this Newsle er I will once more
like to thank our hosts in Nelson,
NZ that established the base for a
united IGLD. The outcome of the
discussions and decisions can only
bring us closer together and I feel
that we all departed Nelson as
be er brothers and friends.
The work on a new Cons tu on is
progressing and the working
group has already given their ﬁrst
inputs. There will be an execu ve
mee ng in Copenhagen, Denmark
29.10.-1.11.2017 where the ﬁrst
proposal should be presented.
Dear IGLD members. Our future is
in your hands. We will need to do
this make-over together in unity,
peace and concord. I thank you
for your support and very much
look forward to be there with you
and working for you.
Kay Hagby
Grand President

Ashford
Ashford is a town in the county of Kent, England. It lies on the River
Great Stour at the south edge of the North Downs, about 61 miles
(98 km) southeast of central London and 15.3 miles (24.6 km)
northwest of Folkestone by road. In the 2011 census, it had a
population of 74,204. The name comes from the Old English æscet,
indicating a ford near a clump of ash trees. It has been a market
town since the 13th century, and a regular market continues to be
held.
Ashford has been a communications hub and has stood at the
centre of five railway lines since the 19th century. The arrival of the
railways became a source of employment and contributed to the
town's growth. With the opening of the international passenger
station it is now a European communications centre, with new lines
running between London and the Channel Tunnel (via High Speed
1). The M20 motorway also links Ashford to those two destinations
for road traffic.
The town has been marked as a place for expansion since the
1960s and appeared on several Government plans for growth.
Changes have included the County Square shopping centre, the
redevelopment of the Templer Barracks at Repton Park, and the
award winning Ashford Designer Outlet. In the 1970s, a
controversial ring road scheme and construction of the multi storey
Charter House building destroyed significant parts of the old town,
though some areas were spared and preserved.

The Mk. IV tank, St George's
Square, Ashford

St Mary's Church in Ashford has been a local landmark since the
13th century, and expanded in the 15th. Today, the church functions
in a dual role as a centre for worship and entertainment.
Early developments
There has been evidence of human habitation around Ashford
since the Iron Age, with a barrow on what is now Barrow Hill dating
back to 1500 BC. Two axes from the Lower Paleolithic period have
been found near Ashford. During the construction of the Park Farm
estate in the late 1990s, excavation in the area revealed tools from
the Upper Palaeolithic and Mesolithic period dating back to the 7th
century BC. A number of other Mesolithic tools were discovered
during construction of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link through
Ashford.

Ornate fountain in Victoria Park,
Ashford

During Roman Britain, iron ore was mined in the Weald and
transported to Ashford where two ironworks processed the ore into
a workable metal. Archaeological studies have revealed the
existence of a Roman town to the north of the current centre,
roughly at the junction of Albert Road and Wall Road.
The present town originates from an original settlement established
in 893 AD by inhabitants escaping a Danish Viking raid, who were
granted land by a Saxon Lord for their resistance. The name comes
from the Old English æscet, indicating a ford near a clump of ash
trees. At the time of the Domesday Book of 1086 it was still known
by its original Saxon name of Essetesford (or Eshetisford,
Esselesford, Asshatisforde, Essheford). The manor was owned by
Hugh de Montford, Constable of England, and had a church, two
mills and a value of 150 shillings (£7.50) at the time. One of the
earliest houses in the area still in existence is Lake House at
Eastwell Park to the north of the town, which contains the grave of
Richard Plantagenet.

- from New Zealand

Dear Brethren

The Mai Tai lodge

Fraternal Greetings and good wishes to all from the Officers
and Members of IGLD NZ.
Life in the Druidic world of New Zealand has certainly
quietened down since the World Congress in Nelson last
March. The success of this Congress was only possible
through the willingness of those members present to
communicate and address
the issues facing IGLD. (and
have a lot of fun along the
way) We have every
confidence in the new
Executive, and look
forward a more modern
and effective IGLD.
IGLD NZ has had two
Meetings since March, one
in early June, and the last one on the 22nd October. Sadly, age
and ill health preclude many of our Members attending, but
we are still getting around 25 to 30% attendance rate. At our
October Meeting, a positive and productive one, discussion
on the 2020 Congress resulted in several members making
plans for England. Our Members who attended the World
Congress in Nelson expressed their delight in meeting so
many 'Overseas' visitors, and now have a better
understanding of IGLD and the problems we face. As I have
stated before, the renewal of old friendships, the making of
new ones, and the sharing of ideas is the key to success.
nd
Following our Ritual Meeting on October 22 , Members of
Maitai Lodge joined IGLD for a BBQ meal and Social evening,
with much fun had by all. On the Sunday we travelled
to Lake Rotoiti for a picnic lunch, on to the Historic
Tophouse Hotel for a 'Devonshire Tea' or a beer, and
back to the Maitai Lodge Rooms for a 'Fish and Chips'
tea and more socialising. The old Tophouse Hotel was
built in the 1850's as a stopover for Drovers driving
large flocks of sheep and herds of cattle from the
Nelson region into Marlborough and down into
Canterbury.
The small building on the right of the picture is the
BAR. I have fond memories of this place from days
long ago.
The Officers and Members of IGLD NZ wish you all a very
merry Christmas with Family and friends, and a prosperous
New Year.
Our regards to you all in Unity, Peace and Concord.
Bro. Bob Stewart, PGP, Secretary of IGLDNZ.
Sis. June Stewart, VP.

- from England

2016 was a year when we in the U K had to get down to
the serious business of trying to recruit more Brothers
and it has been an uphill struggle but one of our Grand
Lodges is having a great deal of success but most of
them are from another Order but they are proving to be
good Brothers.

World Congress

2020 Ashford

The World Congress in New Zealand was only attended
by two of us but we did enjoy it especially the social
side, the business side we think could have been better
but without more delegates us small minnows do not
have much power.
As most of you know we were asked to host the 2020
Congress and we were happy to do this,which will be in
Ashford Kent an easy access from London airports and
Eurostar. When final arrangements have been made, we
will send out a circular with booking details.

Ashford International Hotel
30/4-3/5-2020

We have just had an I G L D (UK) meeting and changed
Officers for the next four years, we have also decided to
increase the number of meetings to three for 2017 in the
hope of getting some new Brothers as we lost two of our
most Senior Brothers in September and they will be
sadly missed.

Barry Wood and David Smisson preparing the WC in 2020.

- from Austrailia

Hall Inside

Charter

Hall

Druids in Australia are currently only meeting in Western
Australia where we have an all male lodge and a dual lodge
meeting on alterative Thursday nights. Over the the last year
we have been busy cleaning up and renovating an old historic
hall to hold meetings in, as our Druids Building had to be
sold as it was part of the Funeral Fund. This is an ongoing
project with a new kitchen being built to replace the previous
one.
IGLD still operates in Victoria, South Australia and in
Western Australia, but only holds meetings in Western
Australia where 10 members hold 4 meetings a year in the
Masonic Lodge rooms.
We are holding Office bearers elections on the 25th
November 2016 . Our Officers serve a two year term.
IGLD in Australia used to hold a Congress within
Australia/New Zealand every 2 years with the different States
taking turns to organize their Congress. Unfortunately the last
of this was held in Mandurah, Western Australia in March
2013 and it is hoped that we can have another in the near
future, taking into account that a lot of the members in the
Eastern States are now restricted in travelling, so we will
have to hold it in a location suitable for them.
Some IGLD members attended the World Congress in
Nelson and have already started saving for England in 2020
and are trying to encourage others to attend.
We are looking forward to the outcomes of the special
committee set up to review the IGLD to modernise it and
attract new members to join and stay involved.

- from Sweden

Have you ever heard about
“ The Golf Championship for Druids” ?
And it is not only for fun…

In August 2016 a great number of golfing Druids, and a few others, gathered to start the
event of the year,- the Golf Championship for Druids in Västerås. This is a beautiful field
and a perfect location for such an event. Of course, the golfing is only for fun but another
effect of the championship has been an idea among our Swedish Brothers for a while.
They wanted to use the event to collect money for the prostate cancer research, which is
a focus area in Sweden as well as other countries. This was the idea behind the
tournament and one had great hopes both to raise some money but also to increase the
focus on this important research.
On the morning of August 26th one could see the rain had left the area, the fog was
about to clear up and the expectations for a great tournament was filling the air. 45
golfers was ready to compete for the trophy of the year and the sun did its best to bring
the temperature well above 30 deg. It was of course not possible to find all golf balls but
that is also a part of the game. Smiles, laughter and cheerful comments was creating a
fantastic atmosphere and all involved had a memorable day.
There was a separate championship for Lodge teams where Lodge Idris was the winning
team. In the ladies championship Ulrika Lagerstedt became “ the Queen”. The male
Master of the 2016 Swedish Golf Champion for Druids was Brother Greger Axelsson
from Lodge Grannos.
At the end of the day the organizers could inform all participants that a nice sum of
money was raised for the prostate cancer research and would be sent via F.G.D.O
shortly after. When we all know
that this kind of research will
benefit the researchers in many
countries it tells us all to keep this
in focus and to copy any good idea
that will benefit into this important
research.
Thanks a lot to our Brothers in
Sweden and good luck with the
Championship in July 2017.
Source: “Svensk Druid-Tidning 7/2016.

- from SGLD

SGLD meeting i Malmö

During the last weekend in September when the last breeze of summer was about to
sweep our cheek the IGLD/SGLD meeting for 2016 took place in lovely city of Malmö
the far south part of Sweden.

President of SGLD Br.
Geir E. Tofsrud, aslo
RSEE in F.G.D.O
Norway during his
speech.

The meeting went on in
a brotherly atmosphere
with a perfect mix of
seriousness and
cheerfulness – and of
course a selection of
nice food. Thanks to the
organizers for a fruitful
meeting in Unity, Peace
and Concord.

- from Germany

German and Swiss Druids
on biker tour

.
The second weekend in June 2016 some Druid brothers with female guidance
from both DDO (Germany) and SDO (Switzerland) gathered for the forth
motorbike meet in Fichtelgebirge,- the Druid biker event of the year. As all bikers
know the tour itself is often an even greater goal than to get to the endpoint and
this year the organizing team with br. Heiko Jänsch had planned an interesting
tour. But there was stronger forces than motorbikes that was going to change
their plans…..
After a cheerful meetup on Friday the team was ready Saturday morning for the
great tour. The plan was to set course for French Switzerland but due to a heavy
rain front and bad forecast decision was made to go sightseeing to Bayreuth and
turn back to the hotel in Bischofsgrün in the evening. As mentioned,- for bikers
the tour and the smiles among the bikers is even more important than always
stick to plans. No one can change the weather but unfulfilled plans will be saved
for later.
After returned to the hotel all participants exchanged the experiences of the day,
both from the stop in Ochsenkopf, or in Waldassen with the beautiful Basilika
and the old and unique monastery library. Likewise was also the stop at the
Trinity Church in Kappl an highlight of the day with its beautiful location, the
many spiers and its fabulous indoor decoration, one of the most impressive
church buildings in Germany.
Sunday morning, after a nice and common breakfast all participants set course
for home, full of new memories and with another nice Biker-weekend for Druids
to remember but before ignition keys was turned the meeting for 2017 was
agreed.
“Auf Wiedersehen” in 2017.

- from Germany

Advance notice of a
special weekend for
Druids in Germany.
For all Druids there is always good news to hear that our
Brothership is growing, that our Druid oak is getting
stronger. In Gros-Lodge Baden-Würtemberg in county
Wetterauskreis north of Frankfurt one is now preparing
for a very special weekend in April 2017. A new Lodge
will be installed on Saturday 29th and the following day,
Sunday, the national IGLD meeting with opptak will take
place.
Lodge Zu den Quellen will be founded in the city Bad
Vilbel which has a aprox 33.000 residents. This region is
well know for its more than 20 mineral springs of high
quality. This is partly the reason behind the name of the
new lodge, “Zu den Quellen” which in English means “to
the source”.
Bad Vilbel is the biggest city in the region and is easy
accessed both by car and public transport so no excuse
not to plan a nice April weekend in Bad Vilbel as this
history of this city goes back all the way to 12.Century.
The weekend program starts on Friday 28th April with an
informal and flexible evening after the individual arrival.
On Saturday at 11.00 the program for the Druid Brothers
starts but with an additional program for the ladies. All
transport is planned with coaches and in the evening
there will be a common buffet with entertainment in
“Kurhaus Bad Vilbel”.
Sunday the 30th April the National IGLD
meeting will take place, hosted by the
German President of DDO, Br. Frank
Graffenberger. As a part of this meeting
new IGLD Brothers will be welcomed to our
World Wide Fellowship.
All in all this is going to be a busy but
memorable weekend for the DDO and for
the new Lodge Zu den Quellen. Our best
wishes for the planning and the weekend in
April 2017.

- from Denmark

New Officers

from upper one lins up left: Erik Simonsen,Mogens Nyquist
Hansen,Jan Moosmand,Erik Schönwaldt,Leif Brandt, lower one
lines up from left : Old President Ib Mathiesen,President Kurt
Lykke Nielsen and Vice President Jens Aage Jensen

The new President in
Denmark Kurt Lykke
NIelsen.

Lodge Avalon, family-day in open air.

It is a nice summer day, medio June 2016 when Brothers of Lodge Avalon is
celebrating the arriving summer together with their wives, children and grandchildren.
This is a nice tradition which this year took place in the canals around Fredriksberg
Garden with boats powered both by “manpower” and motor. In the lovely sunny day all
participants joined a common outdoor lunch with proper liquid and all brothers could
wish each other and their family a joyful and happy summer until they all meet again for
the Autumn session.
Source: “Druiden” summer 2016.

- Druids of California

Druids of California

Noble Grand Arch John Z Harris

The UAOD (United Ancient
Order of Druids) of California is
a non-political nondenominational fraternal
beneﬁt society. The California
Druids were formed as a
brotherhood united to assist
the families of miners injured or
killed in the gold ﬁelds of the
Sierra Nevada. It spread
statewide and became a
booming organization. Over
200 local Groves have been
chartered over the years and
membership approached
15,000 in the early years of the
20th century. As with most
fraternal organizations
membership has dwindled over
the last half century. The ritual
and ceremonies were based
loosely on ancient Druidic
myths. Our mission is to
promote knowledge, unity and
peace. Currently there are 13
Groves (community lodges)
plus the Grand Grove in
California. The farthest south is
Bakersﬁeld and the farthest
north is Point Arena. Each
Grove normally meets one or
two times per month to take
care of business obligations
and put on dinners or
fundraisers. Statewide, the
Druids sponsor a scholarship
program giving out $20,000 a
year. Local
community
involvement
varies
depending on
local Grove
abilities and
community
needs.
In California the
Druidic family is
composed of
three separate
bodies: Groves,
being the

Brotherhood, Circles, known as
the Sisterhood, and the
Chapters, known as the Fun
Branch. A member of the
brotherhood branch can in due
time join the sisterhood.
However, a member of the
sisterhood cannot join the
brotherhood branch. Both
members of the brotherhood
and the sisterhood are eligible
to join the Chapter branch. All
three branches of the Druidic
Fraternity claim a root in
antiquity and each branch has
its own moral precepts.
The term "Grove" derives from
the oak groves in which the
original Druids reputedly met.
In these forest grove ediﬁces in
which they kindled their alter
ﬁres, the tops were never
covered and the Ancient Druids
used the sky or heaven as their
roof. The state lodge is called a
Grand Grove, Interestingly, the
term Grove is not used outside
the United States: Foreign
countries refer to their local
organizations as "Lodges".
The guiding virtues of the
Grove are Justice, Morality,
and Brotherly Love. The motto
of the Druids the world over is
"United to Assist" (Integritas
Pro Rupe Nobis). The aim of
the Druids is Unity, Peace and
Concord. The motto of the
Chapter is Equity, Integrity, and
Obedience. The guiding virtues
of the Circle Branch are the
Seven Star Points: Honor,
Truth, Justice, Faith, Hope,
Love, and Benevolence. The
principles of virtue of the
Chapter Branch are Equity,
Integrity, and Obedience. In
addition to our mottos the
California druids place belief in
the seven precepts of Merlin,
one of Druidism's early
teachers.

- from Norway and Island

Lodge Pythagoras has established
new friends in Berlin.
For several years Lodge
Pythagoras in Oslo had a
wish to establish friendship
with a German lodge and in
2015 the plans was put into
action when brother Rolf
Otto Strøm came in contact
with Donna-Lodge zu den
Sieben Stern in Berlin. Here
EE br. Wolfgang Glauche
could welcome the
Norwegian visitors in
December 2015. It is always
exiting to establish such a
friendship and on both sides one early discovered that the two lodges had a lot in common
and the same foundation to develop. The visit to Berlin was a perfect start and on both
sides a re-visit to Norway was in progress.
In May 2016 Lodge Pythagoras had the pleasure to welcome the German Brothers from
Berlin and a special meeting was held to merge the two lodges in Oslo. As lode
Pythagoras also has a German born brother the speech for the night was held in German.
The following day all guests was on a sightseeing tour in Oslo which in good tradition
ended in a common dinner in a restaurant at the seafront. The next visit from Berlin
Brothers are already planned in August and the Norwegian Brother will be back in Berlin in
December.
A strong friendship is now growing and this is a good example for other lodges : see to
that plans are put into action as we have the same foundation in justice, benevolence and
friendship.

Tor Gjelvik honored
for 50 years membership.
Former GP (2004-2008) and Honorary Druid Tor Gjelvik
received his Senior Veteran medallion for 50 years
membership. The award was presented at a meeting of
his lodge Mithras in December 2016

A new Hall in Reykjavik
Brothers in Reykjavik is in the process of acquiring a
new Hall. They are allready started with the planning
of operations and interiors, and hoping for initiation
in september.

- from Norway

Druids on river cruise in Germany.
The last days of May
2016 33 Druid
brothers from all over
Norway, some
accompanied by their
wives, left Norway for
marvellous days in
Saar, Mosel, Rhinen
and Neckar. This was
a river cruise and the
days was just “drifting
by” in an agreeable tempo. The lovely rivers and the area was showing its best
weather and on-board guides could explain the historical side of each part. Castles,
wine yards, local history – all was presented to us by on board guides while we could
just enjoy it all in a perfect, slow mode. Some of the party knew the language, the
German culture or the food from student days and for those it was a very much
welcome rejuvenation. It is a completely different experience to see this from the boat
deck compared to hurry on in a car.
Next year ?? Well,- plans are in progress for a cruise at Donau…. :-)

Lodge Eken in Norway and Lodge Sirius in Denmark –

“still friends after all these years”.
This strong friendship
goes back a long time,
all the way to 1994
when it all started. For
22 years the two
lodges, Lodge Eken
from Tønsberg Norway
and Lodge Sirius
situated in Horsens
Denmark has been
keeping up the
common visit. By this,
not only the brotherly
friendship but also the private friendship has developed and being kept fresh and alive.
In September 35 Druids from Norway left Norway heading for Horsens, Denmark and
in good Druid tradition most of them was accommodated in private homes. This annual
event is building unique relationship and is highly awaited on both sides.
The event is prepared both in Lodge Eken as well as in Lodge Sirius by a continuous
working committee which has a lot to do. It is always “ just before the next visit. This
kind of special relationship keeps the Druid motor going, gives new inspiration to both
older Druids as well as new and young Druids. In between the official visits there is
quite often private visits to and from both countries.
Above we see the joined Brothers relaxed conversations at Lodge Sirius in Denmark
and we can all assume there will be a number of annual visits to come.

- from our historic les....

INTERNATIONAL DRUIDISM
The first efforts to secure unit y amongst the various sections
of modem Druidism go back to the years 1857-8, when
Grand Secretary Hart, of the American Order, approached
the English Orders to join in what was then termed an
amalgamation of all Druidical Societies throughout the
world. " The Ancient Order of Druids and the United
Ancient Order of Druids gave the movement their support, but the Manchester Order set forth
conditions which it was impossible for the Ancient Order of
Druids to accept, and the scheme was ultimately abandoned.
In 1861 an unsuccessful effort was made to bring about the
re-union of the A.O.D. with the English U.A.O.D., but it
was left to the German leader of
Druidism (Bro. H. Fricke) to weld the various links
together. In 1906 a conference of representatives of the
English U.A.O.D. and the German Order was held at Hull,
and, as a result, the first meeting of an International Grand
Lodge was held at Munich in
1908, and was attended by a representative of the American
Order, in addition to the English U.A.O.D. and the German
Order. At that meeting invitations were extended to all
known Druidic Orders to take part in a future Intonational
Congress. In response e to the
invitation of the German Order, the A.O.D. sent as
representatives to Germany, in July, 1909, for the purpose of
studying the principles and working of the Order, Bros. C.
. G. Green, j. A. Miles, C. Beale, . Tindall and A.
Pappacena. Communications were also entered into with the
Australian Order, and Bro. H. Alexander held several
conferences in England with the A.O.D. and the U.A.O.D.
The representatives of the A.O.D. received a very
hearty welcome from the German Order, and formed a very
favourable impression.
As a result, for the second time, a representative
gathering of delegates of the Druidic Orders of the world
was held in London on 29th july, 1913, under the
presidency of Bro. F. Askew (English U.A.O.D.), with Bro.
H. Fricke (German Order) as vice-president. At this
Conference there were present representatives
of :1. The Ancient Order of Druids.
2. The United Ancient Order of U.S.A.
3. The Order of Druids.
4. The United Ancient Order of Germany.
5. The United Ancient Order of Australasia.
6. The United Ancient Order of Great Britain.
It was a matter for rejoicing that this interesting
occasion should mark the re-union with the veteran Ancient
Order in London -for 50 long the seat of their government,
and the birthplace of modern Druidism.

- from our historic les....

The objects of this International
Congress were:1.To bring into closer union all
Druids of the world without

Taking care
of our IGLD History

distinction of religion, rank or
riches, language or nationality.
2.To promote methods of
securing financial aid to
members and their
dependants, in furtherance of
the financial arrangements of
each National Order.
3.To promote International
Peace and fraternal goodwill.
4 . To co-operate for the
extension of Druidism into
countries where no Lodges
exist.
5. To establish a fraternal
recognition by an International
Password, whereby a Druid
migrating from one country to
another may obtain a brotherly
welcome.
Thus was brought into being a
real Brotherhood-each Order
esteeming, respecting, admiring and
encouraging the other; without
jealousies, rivalries or prejudices; hut
representative of a large social and
economic movement, whose
foundations are deeply and firmly
laid in the enduring principles of
International peace, goodwill and
wise understanding.
Then came tragic interruption of
International Druidism just as the
aspirations of the founders of the
movement seemed to be realised. War
among the nations severed
communications between the various
Orders, and no further meeting was
held until 1923.
.......more to come..

Finn Egil Johannesen

On the top floor of the Norwegian Order House you
will find "The Historical Collections", and Honorary
Druid Finn Egil Johannessen that for many years
has collected and filed druidic history.
IGLD has its own collection, and a lot has been
attended to. To ensure that this material is available
to all member countries, the Norwegian Druidorder
in cooperation with the Orders in Sweden and
Denmark, has assumed responsibility for taking care
of IGLD material. Much is already scanned, and will
gradually become available electronically.

Dear Brothers of IGLD
.The IGLD Lodges are based on idealism, social mutual
solidarity and welfare – mostly introverted but to a certain
extent even aid to for instance hospitals, etc., and is a
worldwide organisation.
The social activity in the lodge is essential – maybe the
most important, but to gain our aim Unity – Peace –
Concord we need the idealistic part expressed through our
rituals and what we call Druidism.
But what is Druidism? That will depend on who you ask as
the experience will be individual, but some general
definitions may be attended as self-knowledge, loyalty,
charity and tolerance and we work hard to improve as
human being and thereby influence our surroundings.
Our Druid Order was founded as a result of missing thrust
and peace and lack of welfare which was found in the
lodges. We therefore have a long tradition in thrust and
peaceful friendship between brothers. Even today these
factors are important, maybe even more as the world we
are a part of has changed dramatically during the last few
years and people are killing each other as before, and
some philosophers claims that our soul is about to be lost
against even more secularization and materialism. The
soul has therefore lost much of its traditional meaning and
importance, and is pressed by new ideas as psycho,
crossing expectations, personal problems, internet and so
called social medias. Our exterior – body - is more
important and interesting than how we are mentally, and
we do not have time to dive deep in the mind to find our
soul. We are as Druids working to compensate this trend
and work for balance and harmony.

We are regularly reminded to discharge virtue – and you
find peace. Seven is a figure that have a special meaning
for Druids as well as for Christians and the seven cardinal
virtues are believe, hope, love (piatia-elpis-agape),
moderation, wisdom, courage and justice and of these the
most important is love. To this we can add self- knowledge
– Sokrates' rule no. 1.
Druidism is a global «movement» we all should beware
and develop and it is expected that we do our best to
expand and keep a high level of quality and thereby secure
that our lodges are important factors even in the future.
Reidar Bratli

To adjust our organization to the future is essential and
education of the members will be even more important.
Knowledge is the key – knowledge is power!

Working with the NEW IGLD !

From the meeting in
Malmö, discussion
the future of IGLD.

The Executive
Commite working
with new rules

Newsletter
Mailadress:

igldnews@druid.no

It is important that you
inform us about what`s
happening in your
Lodge and your
country.
Please mail us!

